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Digitization, and its acceleration brought about by COVID 
is driving rapid adoption of Cloud Data Infrastructure. The 
many layers of the data infrastructure stack end up serving 
as the central nervous system of any digital business. If data 
is the lifeblood of any customer-centric organization, then 
the key functions that consume data to thrive such as 
personalization, measurement, and customer support are 
effectively the vital organs of the business. 
 
Building out a data stack to meet the needs of various 
stakeholders is a daunting task with no shortage of great 
options. The difference between getting it right and wrong 
can be the difference between success and failure, since 
better businesses are built on better data capabilities. In the 
world of customer data specifically, its idiosyncratic nature 
presents unique challenges not addressed by generic data 
infrastructure. 
 

The New Landscape of Customer Data 
As the customer journey continues to evolve, teams face an increasingly complex customer data 
ecosystem.  The sources of customer data have increased dramatically in the last 10 years as 
consumers have moved to multiple devices, behaviors and business models have adjusted 
accordingly.  Consequently, profound changes have occured in the requirements of managing 
customer data in its richness and complexity.   
  
As the diagram below demonstrates, the sources of available customer data have expanded 
greatly from days of columnar data including house files and call center data: 
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Illustrative in nature, not designed to capture the full complexity of customer data silos which may exist inside various 

organizations.  
 
This change is creating significant opportunities and threats for teams.  Despite considerable 
investments in customer engagement platforms, many are still finding their marketing 
technologies have considerable gaps in managing customer data.  This is surprising given many 
platforms pass the “sniff test” on a capability-level. These include platforms with open 
architectures, Data Lakes which typically handle unstructured data, ETL and ELT tools, Master 
Data Management (MDM) software, and even data streaming capabilities.   
 
Why do these platforms have difficulty with the new customer data landscape?   
The answer lies in the characteristics of this emerging customer data ecosystem which challenges 
traditional IT strategies; strategies which their current platforms are built upon. 
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‘Open Architecture’ Is Not Enough 
Over the past decade, software in general has migrated to ‘open architectures’ that are largely 
considered table stakes for modern platforms.  In marketing tech, this has become the top  priority 
for buyers. According to chiefmartech.com, “integration is by the most important criteria when 
selecting marketing technologies - and its changing the industry.” Generally, this is supported via 
webhooks and in some cases API services with popular data interchange properties (JSON, REST), 
in some cases they can handle unstructured data inputs.  Teams and their commercial partners 
easily create customizations, extend functionality and move data into and out of these platforms. 
Despite this, coordinating cross-channel personalization strategies based on a unified customer 
view is still a challenge.  The fundamental reason for this is two-fold: 
 

● Idiosyncratic nature of customer data 
● Interoperability requirements of customer experience (CX) 

 
These factors are a major reason for the interest in CDPs, which have been specifically designed to 
address them. 

Idiosyncratic Customer Data 

In the perpetually evolving ecosystem, the idiosyncratic nature of customer data challenges the 
capabilities of generic data pipelines.  These characteristics are the result of customer data which 
exists in far more heterogeneous contexts than other types of business data, including various 
media platforms, device types, business units, countries, privacy regimes, etc.  These contexts 
create requirements that go beyond ‘unstructured’ and ‘interchange’ capabilities of traditional 
data pipelines.  A few of the unique challenges customer data pose on data management systems:   
 

● Privacy: With various privacy regulations, teams may be required to cease or restrict data 
collection on known users depending on device, changes to consent status, etc.  In many 
cases, the same data from the same user must be dealt with differently (i.e. logged in vs 
logged out states).  Additionally, consumers may interact in different privacy regimes - 
different rules may apply depending on media (Video Privacy Protect Act) and geographic 
context (GDPR, CCPA, LGPD etc).  This is well beyond the traditional ETL management 
scope; these conditions must be managed appropriately or the data must be deprecated to 
low granularity to ensure compliance.   

 
● Data Modality: As customer data is created and consumed across several systems and 

applications, each of these technologies offer a proprietary specification by which data is 
stored and processed. Inconsistencies in data structure and formatting requirements, 
combined with the high likelihood of manual error create a non-linear relationship 
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between data integrity and value. For example, when data quality is high; complexity is 
reduced dramatically but when issues are introduced, value is quickly eroded. 

 
● Identity Complexity: With multi-channel customer experiences, Identity has become 

increasingly complex.  Traditional architectures typically have rigid identity schemes 
(Golden Records, MDM etc) and have difficulty dealing with mutable identities, multiple 
identities, and state transitions which are common with the new customer journey.  For 
example, customers may have multiple emails or may switch email addresses, social 
handles, devices, mobile #’s, etc.  Without accounting for this behavior, any customer data 
platform is going to be restricted in its use.  
 

● Governance: Personalization creates complicated governance issues for more complex 
companies, especially media and multinational corporations.  Primarily this is the result of 
consumer behavior not aligning to corporate structures, unlike other business processes. 
This requires customer data to be either siloed, or effectively coordinated across business 
units, media properties and regional lines.  Most platform deployments default to the 
former, as data schemas do not take into account this ‘cross unit’ consideration. 
Additionally, privacy considerations complicate matters as well.  

 
● Channel Specific Requirements: As consumers’ expectations of brands continue to 

increase, teams are challenged to leverage various engagement channels to their full 
potential.  These channels each have unique and highly nuanced features along with 
semantic behaviors that must be addressed in data management.  Generalized data 
management capabilities largely fail to address these needs.  

 
Customer Data Infrastructure providers such as mParticle and Segment offerings address these 
idiosyncratic data scenarios to varying degrees through native capabilities designed to address 
these challenges; specifically their sophisticated identity and data coordination capabilities.   
 

Connectivity and Interoperability 

Teams are tasked with acquiring, engaging, and retaining customers in an increasingly competitive 
landscape.  To accomplish this, any customer engagement strategy must be able to actively engage 
a customer across any channel, in all phases of their journey.  Customer expectations have 
developed to the point where related interactions across these channels cannot be uninformed or 
outdated.  To maintain coherence, brands need to make sure their platform tools not only 
integrate but also interoperate - coordinating interactions across a wide array of platforms and 
contexts in real-time.  Frequently this involves different team members using different tools 
attempting to coordinate their actions.  Combined with the idiosyncratic nature of customer data, 
this is a daunting challenge. 
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This is where ‘open architecture is not enough’ really becomes apparent.  Teams need more than 
data exchange between platforms, they need near real-time, bi-directional connectivity for them 
to truly interoperate.  For platforms to interoperate, their data and their application functionality 
must work together .   As various systems of engagement have differing behaviors, simple data 1

exchange is rarely adequate for teams to meet customer expectations.   
 
A common challenge is multi-device, or multi-state identity handling across platforms in a privacy 
compliant way.  Many platforms (internal and external to the marketer) have different identity 
strategies and the same semantic features may work in significantly different fashions, i.e. when 
users have multiple email addresses, switch or share devices.   Another area where 
interoperability challenges occurs in eCommerce transaction handling, where various systems use 
different data mappings depending on context.  Without explicit capability to ensure 
interoperability, teams may find their data trapped in silos and cannot be certain that customer 
data can be effectively utilized across the entire customer journey. 

Where things break down with MDM & ETL 
It is tempting to view interoperability challenges as an extension of traditional Enterprise 
Information Management (EIM), such as Master Data Management (MDM) or ETL execution. 
However, the biggest difference in personalization and engagement needs vs traditional 
Enterprise Information Management is the nature of the interconnected systems.  Most MDM 
deployments coordinate data across well-defined Business Process Systems (BPS).  These are the 
well-known business automation systems that form the IT foundation of most enterprises, i.e. 
Billing, CRM, Inventory, Fulfillment, etc.  These are internally controlled and well understood, with 
well defined data models.  When external providers are integrated, they are usually using well 
defined BPS platforms that are largely coherent with their clients needs, i.e. buyer-supplier.  Many 
are even standardized interfaces such as EDI. 
 
In contrast, much of the data required for personalization use cases exists in external systems, 
primarily with email, and advertising.  These entities are not internally controlled and cannot be 
assumed to have the same BPS requirements - since a large part of their business is focused on 
customer segments.  Data interchanges can be dictated by logic which is not applicable across 
entities.  For example, marketing vendors may not combine audience data for iOS and Android, 
which has no coherence to the marketer.  They will also change identity handling for the same user 
in response to various interaction modes due to privacy concerns or customer expectations.   
 
By revisiting the Customer Data Landscape, we can see how the interoperability requirements do 
not align with traditional MDM structures.  Specifically, MDM and traditional ETL do well when 
integrating BPS systems that are aligned in function and purpose -  i.e. inventory system and 
supplier order management system.  Integrating data structures and semantic application 

1 Paraphrasing the IEC TC 65/290/DC framework,” interoperability is the ability of two or more systems from different 
vendors to work together in one or more distributed systems.  Each system’s application data, their semantic and 
application related functionality is defined in a way that any system can be replaced with a similar one of different 
manufacture... and the replaced systems will continue to operate as before the replacement.” 
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behavior is fairly straightforward.  In contrast, ensuring interoperability between systems which 
have little in common, such as a social media platform and a supply chain system, interoperability 
requires a purpose built coordination / translation.   
 
 

 
 
Of special importance is the ability of marketing teams to interact with the ‘Walled Gardens’, 
which are central to almost any customer engagement strategy.  These platforms are frequently 
changing their feature sets, accessibility rules and integration strategies.  There is no notion of ‘set 
it and forget’ integration with these platforms, they must have bespoke integrations which are 
continually managed to ensure the highest levels of interoperability. 
 
Consequently, traditional EIM strategies and platforms struggle to meet the needs of the modern 
digital marketing.  They can often only interoperate on ‘lowest common denominator’ data 
interchanges.  While this might work in limited cases, this is not sufficient for marketers pursuing a 
best-of-breed strategy for their marketing stack.   
 

CDP as a Foundation of true CRM 

Customer Engagement Strategies 

With the goal of managing the full customer journey, teams are pursuing platform strategies which 
will provide them with the following capabilities above and beyond workflow automation: 
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● Unified reporting across all engagement channels (not just marketing) 
● Attribute driven personalization 
● Holistic view of the customer 
● Provide an ‘always on’ feedback loop 
● Increased agility to respond to marketplace events 
● Discriminately leverage customer data at every interaction point 

 
While doing this, they are faced with an increasingly complex ecosystem of engagement solutions, 
composed of many vendors with overlapping capabilities.  As new interaction modes emerge in the 
marketplace, the landscape gets more complex overtime. 
 

 
Image: this is a partial layout of the various capabilities needed by teams, many of which overlap.  Red circles represent vendor 
categories. Ensuring interoperability between these systems is critical for leading CRM strategies. 

 
While it is impossible to predict at what pace the ecosystem will continue to evolve, it is unlikely 
that teams will face less complexity in the foreseeable future.  Consequently, teams must decide 
on a strategy to manage this reality.   
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There are 4 strategy options they can pursue to accomplish this: 
 

● Limit activities to well known, predictable modes  
● Force native interoperability across vendors  
● Consolidate as many relevant functions onto a ‘unified suite’ (such as a Marketing Cloud) 
● Deploy a ‘data connectivity’ layer to ensure coordination across best of class tools 

 
For small or highly regulated companies, restraining activities to well known interaction modes, - 
i.e. email, phone, website - may be a reasonable approach as direct competitors are usually 
constrained as well.  For most others, this is a risky proposition and may result in a ‘race to the 
bottom’ effect.   
 
Forcing interoperability across vendors is a tactic that large companies can accomplish, but in a 
limited fashion. The likelihood that any one customer can have a material impact over the 
roadmap of a software vendor–especially a vendor with massive scale, such as Social Platforms or 
large Marketing Clouds–is very low. If pressed for customization, they will most likely refuse 
outright, especially if asked to integrate with rival offerings.  In practical terms, most companies 
are left to explore the last two strategies. 
 
Consolidating on a ‘Marketing Cloud’ has quickly fallen out of favor for almost all brands. The 
Marketing Clouds present a compelling value proposition, analogous to the ERP value 
propositions in the 1990s; a single vendor solution which reduces management cost and 
complexity, increases efficiency across functions and leverages data across the whole business. 
Unfortunately, the experience of many teams is also analogous to ERP customers - while there are 
some clear benefits in operational efficiencies, the marketing clouds have not succeeded at 
providing truly integrated offerings, or keeping pace with external innovation from smaller, more 
focused independent players.   
 
The reasons for this failure are due to the fact that the Marketing Clouds largely follow the 
traditional Enterprise Information Management strategies, as outlined above. While they have 
succeeded in improving traditional BPS integration/coordination in some cases, they have 
struggled to deal with new interaction modes, the clearest example being lack of real innovation 
across all emerging platforms.  This has forced brands to choose a best-of-breed stack rather than 
embrace a suite for these new interaction modes. 
 
It is into this gap that CDPs have entered and found success as the foundation for Customer 
Experience and Engagement strategy.  By focusing on connectivity, quality, and governance; CDPs 
have enabled teams to execute a privacy-safe, multi-channel personalization strategy.   
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Identity and Connectivity 

At their core, CDPs are customer identity and data management systems with the primary 
purpose of improving data connectivity.  Identity management represents the nucleus in achieving 
this by enabling customer data to be unified across platforms, systems, and states.  Customer data 
can be categorized into 3 general buckets: 
 

● Events (ie. Purchases, Installs, Searches, Add to Cart events, Page and Screen views etc) 
● Attributes (ie. Account Type, Loyalty Tier, User Preferences etc) 
● Identities (ie. Email, customer ID, Device ID, Mobile number, Cookie ID etc) 

 

 
 
The challenge with data unification across these categories, is that the identity schemes needed 
across the customer data landscape have significant variability. 
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Strategy  Marketing Cloud Suite  Best in Class Stack 

Pros  ● Single Vendor Management 
● Consistent training, knowledge 

sharing 
● Tighter integration between suite 

applications 
● More seamless workflow across 

tools 

● Leverage best-in-class 
● Higher agility to react to new 

environments 
● Easier platform migration  

 

Cons  ● Slower innovation 
● Exclude best-of-class solutions 
● Less flexibility across system  
● High switching costs / single 

vendor dependency 
 

● Multi-vendor management (ie. 
troubleshooting) 

● Training / Knowledge sharing  
● Inconsistent integration 

patterns 
● Complex cross platform 

workflows 



 

 
 

 
 
 
 
The Identity Landscape 
 

 
Diagram:  Identity considerations vary across the customer data landscape, making identity translation and management 
challenging.  Addressing this is a core value proposition of CDPs. 

 
As mentioned, Identity can be highly idiosyncratic across the marketing tech ecosystem.  CDPs 
like mParticle have invested significant resources designing, building and maintaining identity 
systems which can create a coherent view of the data across this landscape.  By contrast, 
Marketing Clouds and other CDPs have largely taken a standardization strategy to their product 
suites with the assumption that external vendors can be integrated to their identity schemas in a 
coherent manner.  To date, this one size fits all strategy has not been effective when the external 
system is misaligned to their identity scheme. 
 
While a seemingly subtle distinction, this fact is especially important when addressing 
connectivity needs across the marketing tech landscape.  Identity matching is the lowest common 
denominator for most platforms - but this is frequently not sufficient to ensure interoperability. 
Here are a few examples where Identity requirements extend beyond straight forward matching: 
 

● Privacy policies may dictate that user information should only be synchronized between 
companies when a user is ‘known’ vs ‘anonymous’.   

● User attributes cannot be shared across their business units when data is received from a 
specific customer endpoint, but can be shared when received from other end points.  

● Certain types of data can only be collected as specific consent has explicitly been obtained 
by all parties in the data exchange. 

● Profiles cannot be merged between shared devices and dedicated devices. 
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● Identities used in segmentation must be platform specific regardless of where audience 
qualification occurred.   

 
Without the ability to handle these and other idiosyncratic identity cases, customer engagement 
strategies which rely on best-of-class tool sets will be limited.  More importantly, customer data 
will continue to be siloed in channel specific platforms, preventing true interoperability. 

The Starting Point - 1st Party Data 

In the wake of COVID, as all brands attempt to become digitally native, they will need to develop 
core competencies around 1st party data. And as multi-channel becomes a mandate, richer and 
more valuable customer data is more accessible than ever before.  For brands with mobile 
presences, this effect is even more pronounced.  Consumers are more willing to provide data to 
marketers in exchange for better experiences with brands they trust.  Due to this, many teams 
have sufficient data assets to enable sophisticated customer engagement strategies; yet there is a 
massive need to unify this data. 
 
The largest challenge here is the number of silos where customer data resides.  In regards to 1st 
party data specifically, the main challenges to this are not simple ETL challenges, these are fairly 
easy to address with traditional tools.  The biggest hurdles revolve around: 
 

● Customer Data Quality 
● Customer Data Connectivity 
● Customer Data Governance 

 
Data Quality 
A key observation of Data Quality is the compounding effects it has over time.  Poor data quality 
increasingly degrades performance, while high quality data improves performance over time. 
Data quality rarely remains static; in fact we have never seen a ‘set it and forget it’ strategy 
successfully executed over any meaningful timespan.  We can comfortably assert that if your data 
quality is not improving, it is degrading. 
 
Many teams must contend with non-standardized development practices across their various 
web, app, IoT properties to take advantage of each of the unique platform benefits.  Additionally, 
development teams may be outsourced, and nowadays spread over different regions, in different 
business units, etc.  As a result, there is frequently an asymmetry in customer data collection 
practice.   
 
In many cases, this is a non-trivial issue to fix, especially in the mobile app or IoT areas where 
product releases are gated by various internal and external processes.  Since product 
development is often continuous across a number of portfolio of properties, having the ability to 
standardize collection at the collection point becomes a critical need to leverage all of the 
available customer data (non-conforming data is usually just excluded from the data pipelines until 
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fix releases are done).  While a highly reactive ETL process can address some of these issues, this is 
often very difficult when 3rd party marketing tools are involved - solving non-standard data at the 
source is much better than solving deeper in the pipeline where distribution to other systems may 
have already taken place. 
 
Data Connectivity 
One of the main distinctions between a CDP and an Enterprise Data Warehouse or a Data Lake, is 
that the CDP is effectively a system of data movement. The value of the CDP is directly tied to 
what can be done with the data rather than the storage of data. In many ways, data is analogous to 
energy; and the role of the CDP is to turn potential energy into kinetic energy by easily connecting 
it to systems and applications that can refine it. 
 
For any foundational system, which the CDP serves as in the personalization stack; the value of 
the system is directly tied to business process enhancements. In other words, making possible 
what was previously difficult or impossible from a time and resources standpoint through 
automating certain workflows, and creating new ways of carrying out certain tasks.  
 
It’s also worth highlighting the interconnectedness between data quality and connectivity (pun 
intended). The value of each of the downstream tools individually and in aggregate is limited to the 
data that is connected into them. Simply put, more complete and cleanly data that is connected to 
each tool, the more value teams will derive from those tools; however, should the data be limited 
or inaccurate, you will limit the usefulness of the tool. A far greater, non-linear impact is created 
with respect to data quality. 
 
Due to the bi-directional flow of data between the CDP and various applications and systems, data 
connectivity amplifies the effect of data quality. For example, if data is mislabeled and informs a 
segmentation strategy that ends up grouping users based on misclassified data, and then an 
engagement strategy is built around these users the results will produce false positive data; 
garbage in, garbage out. This effect is amplified when the data exhaust is consumed and then 
recycled into other systems for derivative insights; creating second and third order effects based 
on inaccurate information. 
 
Data Governance 
While the term ‘governance’ is a bit overloaded, we can generally think of this as ‘the policies and 
rules about where and how data can get used’.  In addition to regulatory requirements such as 
GDPR and CCPA, companies with multiple business units, industry verticals, regional presence, 
etc. may have specific rules as how customer data can flow from one organization to another. For 
example, a company may allow data to be shared from business units with the parent organization, 
but not directly with each other.  These rules need to be enforced in order to increase the value 
and effectiveness of customer data. 
 
As most teams are aware, balancing the personalization and privacy trade off is becoming a 
greater issue for not only compliance with regulatory authorities but to maintain consumer trust. 
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This area is becoming more complex as privacy regulations are continually changing across 
countries, regions, states and industries.  Teams that lack the ability to manage privacy properly 
have the options of reducing their use of customer data or risking a breach of regulatory or 
consumer expectations.   
 
Traditional IT strategies which are the basis of many legacy marketing technologies are 
insufficient to address these challenges.  There are a few vertical specific platforms which are 
designed for long standing regulations but they do not offer a great deal of flexibility.  Their usual 
approach is to exclude or segregate data that cannot be managed properly, undermining the value 
of the marketer’s 1st party data.   
 
CDPs with collection specific abilities and data governance models are well suited to manage each 
of these challenges.  But standardizing data at the collection point, enforcing governance and 
privacy rules before data is distributed to internal and external systems is a superior strategy for 
maximizing the effectiveness of 1st party data.   
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CDP Types 
While the category was formed around 2013, the Customer Data Platform space became noisy 
around 2017. According to the CDP Institute, there are currently well over 120 different 
companies that offer CDP solutions. Sorting through the noise has been difficult for even the most 
industry savvy teams.  
 
For the purpose of this document, we’re going to apply some high level segmentation. First, there 
is a clear distinction between CDPs who service B2C brands, and those that service B2B brands. 
This is a critical distinction because the data types, data volumes, use cases, and vendor 
ecosystems are all quite different. We will focus primarily on CDP’s who service B2C brands which 
brings us to our next market segmentation. 
 
There are two main deployment modes for CDPs: Infrastructure CDP’s and Application layer 
CDP’s.  It is important to note that this is not necessarily a vendor distinction, many teams deploy 
vendors at the application layer who can serve as infrastructure.  That being said, solutions that 
identify themselves as CDPs but lack deep capabilities mentioned above (quality, governance, and 
connectivity) cannot function at the infrastructure layer. 
 

 

Infrastructure vs Application CDP 

As an emerging category in a complex ecosystem, the ways in which teams adopt CDPs is still 
varied and nuanced.  That being said, there are 2 main types of CDP deployments: Infrastructure 
CDPs and Application CDPs.  While they both share many overlapping capabilities -  identity 
resolution, holistic customer view, API integrations - the deployment choice between the two is 
significant.   
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Infrastructure CDP’s are more foundational and must provide a different set of capabilities than 
their counterparts.  They are deployed by Engineering teams and provide data consumed across 
multiple teams and functions including Data Science, Product, Analytics, Customer Support, and 
Marketing.  
 
Deployments include significant data ingestion changes, including specialized capabilities for 
mobile, connected TV, and IoT features.  They sit upstream of the main data pipeline such as Kafka 
or Pulsar, potentially consuming data from the main pipeline, or they may even be a primary data 
pipeline themselves.  They differ from traditional data pipelines by translating event streams into 
customer-based data points through the application of deterministic identity resolution, cleansing 
and transformation capabilities, privacy rules and profile attribute functions upstream from other 
systems. 
 
Application CDP’s rely on consuming data from previously deployed destinations and backend 
systems. They tend to offer great value to marketers as an advanced marketing automation 
application, or an intelligence layer that resides on top of these other systems by offering 
differentiated visualization, reporting and Machine Learning capabilities. 
 

 
 
From a vendor positioning standpoint, Application CDPs tend to differentiate on their 
visualization, reporting and machine learning capabilities while Infrastructure CDPs position on 
their foundational strengths. 
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Infrastructure CDPs are preferable for teams solving for the needs across multiple stakeholders, 
and for more complex businesses that are committed to scaling their data practices.  Engineers can 
simplify Event forwarding, Product Managers can protect valuable resources and improve CX, 
Analytics teams can consume cleaner data, and Marketers can move faster.  Through all of this, 
privacy and governance concerns are usually amplified in these environments and will likely 
change over time.  Data standardization across interaction modes, development teams, etc is 
highly valuable to perform before data enters data pipelines.  This is especially important to data 
science teams that employ Just-in-Time, schema-on-read data warehousing strategies, as these 
usually bypass ETL processes. 
 
Application CDPs are preferable for teams where Marketers may not have engineering support or 
are looking to quickly develop centralized customer view without relying on cross-functional 
engagement.  These deployments are more functional than foundation for a team’s data strategy. 
There are low concerns of data standardization and privacy/governance.  Usually this applies to 
marketers with fairly simple interaction models, have simple data standardization needs, or have 
another system which address these concerns sufficiently. 
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Infrastructure CDP Advantages  Application CDP Advantages 

● Protect data quality and integrity 
 

● Governance and Privacy handling   
 

● Data collaboration across teams 
 

● Connectivity across all tools 

● Less investment needed for deployment 
 

● Intelligence layer for marketing 
 

● Elegant User Interfaces 
 



 

 
 

 
 
From a feature point of view, we see that Application CDPs are distinct from Infrastructure CDPs 
but overlap in a few key areas such as segmentation and providing a single customer view.  Teams 
with sufficient data instrumentation will often choose an Infrastructure CDP vendor despite their 
lack of instrumentation needs largely based on the collective needs across Engineering, Product, 
and Marketing; they may also opt for an Infrastructure CDP based on the relative breadth and 
depth of integrations or platform expertise.  
 
 
 
Below is a more indepth look at these choices between these deployment modes. 
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CDP Use Case / Motivations 

Primary Use Case  Motivation 

Simplify Event collection  Teams may desire to streamline their data collection 



 

 
 

 
Given the early stage of the CDP market and changes in vendor offerings, CDP deployment modes 
will continue to develop and mature.  We can anticipate that they will largely fall into Downstream 
and Infrastructure paths, with the use cases aligning accordingly. 
 

Deployment Sequencing 

While the majority of CDP deployments are expected to eventually provide most of the potential 
benefits, there is usually some inherent sequencing of use cases and benefit realization as the CDP 
goes through its adoption lifecycle.  These are 3 general sequences observed in the market: 
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capabilities by 1) reducing redundancy of multiple vendors 
collecting the same data 2) creating standardization at 
collection points 3) improving CX with optimized 
instrumentation 4) collection on new platform 5) abide by 
contextual collection requirements 

Improve Data Quality  Event tagging may be done across multiple platforms (Web, 
iOS, Point of Sale, OTT etc) and may be done by different teams. 
In order to get a complete view of the customer journey, as well 
as more value out of each of the tools in the stack CDPs need to 
ensure they can protect data quality. 

Marketing Agility 
 

Marketers desire to react faster to market developments or 
functional needs.  CDPs enable them to 1) deploy new tools 
faster with reduced reliance on engineering resources 2) test 
multiple vendors with minimal disruption 3) enable JIT data 
warehouse strategies. 

Upstream Privacy / Governance  Teams need to manage privacy and data governance 
requirements upstream from other internal and external 
systems may use a CDP to enable this. 

Customer Centric Data Pipeline  As traditional data pipelines are Event centric and are often 
serving multiple purposes, they may not be optimized for 
customer engagement.  CDPs serve as customer centric data 
pipelines, resolving identity and privacy challenges before 
enabling other services. 

360 Degree Customer View  With their data collection and identity resolution capabilities, 
CDPs have successfully created the holistic customer views 
marketers need for proper CX personalization. 

Improve Personalization Capabilities  Better experiences begin with better data collection and 
management.  However, generalized models are by definition 
less bespoke than in-house models, thus do not perform as well 
(assuming that CDP is not commingling data across customers) 
due to data sparsity and other issues.  In these instances, its 
better to rapidly experiment with simple models for testing 
purposes. For in-house personalization models, teams are 
better off consuming data directly from the CDP. 

Unified Segmentation  With their identity resolution capabilities, CDPs can unite 
customer segmentations across channels, an activity with which 
legacy audience systems struggle. 



 

 
 

 
Infrastructure CDP deployments can be more complex depending on the end goals across the 
team. Deployments typically follow an agreed upon process 
 

● Prior to instrumentation there is an important planning exercise. This consistent of two 
primary activities: 

○ Data Design where an overall customer data strategy is created. The goal here is to 
align data capture with data consumption, effectively creating an equilibrium state 
for customer data. 

○ Identity Design where teams must create their Identity hierarchy / waterfall. This 
has critically important implications for how data is merged which will impact 
analytics and engagement activities. 

● Engineering team either instruments properties with client side SDKs or libraries, OR they 
send data directly to the Events API 

○ There may be a possible migration and removal of previous instrumentation(s).  
● Data Schema is created to ensure hygiene; enforcing a desired data spec. 
● Privacy and governance rules are created for inbound data to the CDP. 
● Data may be QA’d on the way in as a safety margin. 
● Once production data is live in the CDP,  

○ The customer data streams are synced with other applications, systems, and data 
pipelines (ML, BI, PE, Infosec, etc) 

● Additional features such as segmentation and dynamically created custom attributes may 
be created and connected to additional ecosystem partners. 

  
As stated before, these deployment modes are still evolving as the market place emerges. 
 
Application CDPs are simpler in nature as it relates to deployment sequencing.  The general order: 

● CDP begins to ingest customer data from previously deployed 3rd party applications such 
as Email, Analytics, Customer Support, and others. 

● Identity resolution is tuned for marketer’s context. 
● Customer builds and deploys customer segmentation 
● Customer enables coordination endpoints (media partners, email systems, backend 

services) 
○ There might be some migration from in-place integrations 

● If CDP vendor offers some form of machine learning, optimization and testing starts  
○ CDP ML integrated into marketer optimization processes 

Deployment Decision Factors 

Aside from the use cases, there are several factors which may impact a team’s motivation to 
deploy a CDP.  Broadly these are: 
 

● Customer Engagement Strategy 
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● Ecosystem Connectivity 
● Organizational Complexity 
● Software development capabilities 
● Media Business Practice 
● Existing Platforms Deployed 
● Data Science Capabilities 

 
 
Customer Engagement Strategy 
The importance of an integrated customer experience (CX) varies from brand to brand.  For some, 
CX doesn’t require a ton of integration, for example, when the brand resides largely in a single 
channel such as mobile gaming companies.  For others, CX may span the digital and physical realms 
such as QSR, Travel & Hospitality companies, and multi-channel retail. Starbucks is a great 
example of a company who has thrived in a multi-channel world where the CX begins digitally, 
usually on a mobile device, but must be completed in a physical store.  
 
For multi-channel CX companies, data collection and standardization has usually developed as a 
high priority native capability in their product development cycle.  For these companies, CDPs are 
deployed to: 
 

● Protect data quality along the entire personalization and growth stack. 
● Build and maintain data integrations to their application ecosystem. 
● Eliminate the dependency on engineering for deploying new development tools 
● Eliminate client-side tagging dependencies for services that need access to customer data. 
● Increase customer data leverage with growth channels 
● Help manage privacy requirements across regions 
● Provide localized data storage capabilities 

 
For brands who are not digitally native but undertaking digital transformation, CDPs are often 
deployed to standardize data collection, which will often be disjoint since digital CX has not been 
front and center.  Collection errors often take longer to fix since release cycles tend to take longer.  
 
Ecosystem Connectivity 
Whether or not teams have a preference for an Infrastructure vs an Application CDP may largely 
hinge on whether they regard the decision as the CDP as an underlying data layer or just another 
marketing application.  If the team is looking to make significant capability upgrades through the 
whole marketing stack with a customer-centric data pipeline, they will choose the Infrastructure 
approach.  If they feel that they have a sufficient pipeline in place, or do not have the resources to 
deploy infrastructure, they will choose a downstream deployment.  Typically, these marketers are 
looking for specific features, i.e. segment building or certain integrations. 
 
Additionally, teams must consider the current and future needs. 
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Organizational Complexity 
Businesses with multiple business units, regional organizations or product lines usually have data 
strategy challenges which are not present for more straight forward organizations.  These include: 
 

● Data governance considerations 
● Need for data standardization 
● Multiple Privacy regimes 
● Coordinating various toolsets 

 
For these companies, an Infrastructure CDP can provide significant value by creating a 
management framework across business and regulatory boundaries.  This includes 
standardization data at collection time, applying privacy and governance rules upstream of data 
processing pipelines and distributing data to internal and external toolsets.  Without such a 
framework, data sharing is usually reduced to ‘lowest common denominator’ data sets or even 
data siloing.  
 
Software Development Capabilities 
Teams have various levels of software development capabilities available to them - from the 
ability to build platforms from the ground up on the high end to basic system administration on the 
other end.  This tends to be correlated to the importance of digital CX.   
 
At the higher end of software development capability, data consumers across an organization will 
have a variety of internal and externally built tools and modern data pipelines.  These teams look 
for CDPs to improve connectivity to their preferred vendors.   
 
For small and early stage teams, CDPs will often become the data pipeline for the marketer, 
offering a more robust real-time data system than they want to build for themselves.   
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Factor  Considerations 

Plans to deploy more tools  CDP ability to help swap out tools, enable new ones with 
little eng resources is highly desired.  If instrumentation is 
an issue, then the Infrastructure CDP is desired. 

Gaps in current platform  If there are gaps in the current personalization stack, CDPs 
may be the solution if identity and/or interoperability is the 
core issue.  If upstream data issues are also at play, 
Infrastructure CDP is probably desirable. 

Data Quality improvements  If instrumentation and data quality is a concern for CX, 
Infrastructure CDPs will improve / reduce instrumentation 
weight. 



 

 
 

 
Media Business Practice 
Digital media companies have particular considerations in that they have two distinct customer 
sets - consumers of their media (audiences) and advertisers (media buyers).  Consequently, their 
marketing and advertising stacks are more complex, as data from CX is often repurposed for yield 
management and advertiser insights.  There is also a likelihood of a legacy DMP being deployed in 
order to leverage data on the sell side of the business and possibly the buy side as well. 
 
The deployment of the CDP usually begins with: 

● Improving audience experience via SDK abstraction 
● Unifying identity across media properties 
● Improving customer growth and retention by leveraging data across platforms 
● Enabling greater interoperability between buyside and sell side platforms 
● Help manage complex privacy needs 

 
In the longer term, CDPs will ensure: 

● A proper data governance structure as new properties are developed 
● Standardization of consumer data collection across all development teams and properties 

 
  
Data Engineering Capabilities 
Teams with sophisticated data engineering capabilities tend toward Infrastructure CDPs for their 
ability to enhance current machine learning processes through upstream identity handling and 
data standardization which simplifies data processing.  They also leverage the CDP distribution 
capabilities to instantiate just-in-time data warehouses without engineering investments.  They 
are less interested in the generalized ML of Application CDPs, as they can replicate or improve 
these features fairly easily themselves. 
 
Marketers without DS capabilities find the native ML attractive, especially with the lower 
installation investments required.   
 

Platform Strategy Considerations 
Teams with mature marketing tech stacks, especially media companies, need to understand how 
the CDP fits into their current strategy.  The following sections address 2 specific considerations 
which impact CDP considerations, marketing clouds, DMPs and building your own CDP. 

The Pros and Cons of Marketing Clouds 

To address current and future gaps in their marketing stacks, some marketers are shifting their 
CRM platform strategies from the traditional ‘tightly integrated software suite’, which are 
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represented by the marketing clouds, to a more agile architecture strategy that can be described 
as a ‘portfolio of highly interoperable platforms’.   
 
The pros and cons of each approach are fairly well understood: 
 

   
Traditionally the ‘Suite’ has been the aspirational goal, aligning well with Enterprise Information 
Management (EIM) strategies of creating a ‘holistic’ offering comprising various applications. 
Theoretically, this sum of the parts approach would enable a company to fully leverage all data 
assets across the entire enterprise toward optimal commercial outcomes, including CX.  However, 
despite 20+ years of efforts, this end state remains elusive as evidenced by the many unsuccessful 
master data management (MDM) and Customer 360 initiatives.  
 
At the heart of this failure is friction between the desire for architectural coherence and the rapid 
(and messy) evolution of the marketing and measurement ecosystems.  EIM strategies are biased 
toward today’s operational state, which is understandable given the complexity of the topic. 
However, they are largely underdeveloped in regards to forward-looking demands the business 
will face.  This has hamstrunged larger data unification efforts.   
 
This is not to say that EIM does not anticipate future needs, rather their focus on integration, 
rather than interoperability, has not worked for customer engagement initiatives. 
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Strategy  Marketing Cloud Suite  Best In Class Stack 

Pro  ● Single Vendor Management 
● Consistent training, knowledge 

sharing 
● Strong professional services 

● Access to greater pace of 
innovation 

● Higher agility to react to new 
environments 

● Easier platform migration  
● Tight integration via a CDP 

 

Con  ● Slower innovation, outdated 
capabilities 

● Loose integration 
● Less flexibility across the 

ecosystem  
● High switching costs / single 

vendor dependency 
● Aggressive sales motion 

 

● Complexity across managing 
multiple vendors 

● Training / Knowledge sharing  
● Inconsistent UI paradigms 
● Complex cross platform workflows 



 

 
 

Alternatives 

Build Your Own CDP? 

Teams with large engineering teams, and advanced digital CX capabilities are often tempted to 
build their own CDP-like platform.  The temptation is understandable, since the notion of 
integrating ‘open architecture’ platforms is generally regarded as a technically straightforward 
proposition.   
 
However, this ‘build vs buy’ choice misses a very important insight.  Since connectivity and 
interoperability is the real goal (vs integration), the choice is really ‘buy vs maintain’.  As 
engagement and measurement platforms are constantly changing and adding complexity, the 
majority of effort in deploying these systems is ensuring interoperability.  Not only does this 
require constant monitoring of Partner API and SDK releases, platform to platform translation 
logic may also change as vendors upgrade their capabilities, as privacy regulation and platform 
policies may change, and new entrants and offerings to the space emerge.   

Data Management Platforms (DMPs) 

One recent larger digital marketer that replaced their home grown system for a commercial CDP 
stated that this saved them 3 full time engineers which they needed to constantly update their 
integrations.  This number would certainly have increased when GDPR requirements came into 
effect a year later. 
 
As CDPs and DMPs are both central hubs for customer data, there’s a fair amount of conceptual 
overlap for customers that are considering using both platforms concurrently or choosing one vs 
the other.  Specifically, boths systems can create audience segments which can connect to other 
parties for audience targeting / personalization.  The central difference between the platforms is 
DMPs are designed to use anonymous cookie data, whereas CDPs use both anonymous and 
known customer data.  DMPs were designed as primarily a paid advertising-specific technology, 
developed in the pre-smartphone era where this design was highly appropriate. 
 
With the impending death of 3rd party cookies, and anonymous advertising identifiers; the death 
of the DMP is imminent. Until then its worth calling out the following design and functional 
differences: 
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DMP vs CDP Difference  Explanation 

Granularity of User Data  DMPs have very limited data on each user as all users are 
anonymous and data is frequently lost when cookies expire.  This 
limits the applications for personalization and deep user analysis. 
CDP develop persistent profiles on each user which can be quite 
comprehensive, applicable for many personalization needs. 



 

 
 

 
When taking these feature differences into account, most teams who choose a DMP over a CDP 
are ad sales teams where the primary need is providing the greatest audience overlap with other 
web ad tech platforms (DSPs / Exchanges / SSPs).   Companies with this need are largely media 
sellers with audience targeting advertising products, or advertiser which run significant web 
advertising campaigns.  For other customer data based needs, CDPs are a seen as a better solution 
due to their superior data granularity and data persistence capabilities. 
 
How DMPs and CDPs work together 
For customers which prefer DMP’s for their web-based ad tech needs, CDPs can be a powerful 
complement that enhances and expand the value of the DMP: 
 
1. Process and cleanse your PII prior to connection to your DMP. 
 
For marketers and publishers with CRM data they want to leverage in their advertising activities, 
CDPs can be leveraged to create PII-based audiences without the need to upload and transform 
this data directly in the DMP.  This reduces the risk of PII exposure and the amount of data which 
need to be uploaded to the DMP.  
 
2. Supplement existing open web advertising strategies of the DMP with social media APIs and 
audience match capabilities. 
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Advertising Focus  DMPs are focused on advertising use cases, with features that 
fully address audience selling in web contexts.  CDPs also enable 
this functionality in many cases, though may not have as much 
coverage in ‘cookie overlap’ with ad tech platforms as DMPs. 

Deterministic Data  When coordinating data with other marketing platforms, 
deterministic data is required. CDPs do this by default.  DMPs 
must rely on a 3rd party onboarding partner to map cookies to 
persistent IDs continuously.  This greatly limits DMP value in 
cases where PII is primary data exchange mapping (mobile, 
social). 

Data Perishability  Based on cookies, the majority of user data in DMPs expires in 
under 45 days.  (Some can be retained longer using onboarding 
vendors and other workarounds.)  This limits the personalization 
applications for DMPs to web-based advertising.  CDPs can retain 
data indefinitely, which expands personalization across functions. 

Data Ingress / Egress  Both platforms consume and distribute data.  However, DMP 
ingress is fairly limited to anonymous cookie-based web data. 
While sufficient for certain advertising use cases, they do not 
assist in creating unified data views of consumers through better 
data collection and standardization.  CDPs with instrumentation 
and data transformation capabilities can do this for all 
downstream systems. 



 

 
 

Since DMPs cannot easily or continuously leverage deterministic data, CDPs can be used to 
extend audience buying/selling functions from cookie-based platforms into social and mobile 
contexts, thus expanding the addressable contexts and audiences.   
 
3. Reduce reliance on expensive and slow data onboarding providers by natively associating your CRM 
data with device profiles. 
 
Marketers and publishers with significant customer data assets often possess enough data to 
create significant cross-device ID maps of their own.  CDPs with advanced ID capabilities can 
quickly match and unify the IDs across devices which can be used to create audiences based on 
associated customer attributes.  This can be done faster and more economically than using 3rd 
party vendors. 
 
4. Create, target and sell high-value mobile audiences using GPS coordinates and location intelligence 
integrations. 
 
Using a CDP with mobile capabilities, augmenting consumer data with geo location information is 
straightforward and can be done with minimal effort.  These attributes can then be used to create 
audiences for targeting / media products, extending DMP enabled offerings. 
 
5. Support business transition from anonymity to identity with CDP single customer view. 
 
CDPs identity sync and ability to interoperate with numerous identity schemas in a privacy 
compliant fashion provides marketers a core capability needed to transition to a truly 
personalized interaction model across most media types.  For marketers and publishers leveraging 
DMPs in their marketing functions, this transition is critical to manage as consumer increasingly 
move to mobile, IoT and walled-garden environments where deterministic data is required.   In 
light of the recent Google deprecation of advertising IDs, addressing this transition is more critical 
than ever.  Coordinating a CDP to a currently deployed DMP will help manage this transition and 
future proof audience offerings as the ecosystem shifts away from web cookies. 

Summary 
● The data stack is complex, with no shortage of great options but it does not fully address 

the needs of teams driving customer engagement strategies, especially in multi-channel 
environments. 

● There are two type of Customer Data Platform (CDP) deployments: 
○ Customer Data Infrastructure: CDI is a customer data pipeline vs traditional 

event-based data pipelines.   
○ Customer Data Applications: Application CDP’s consume data from previously 

deployed applications and systems creating a holistic customer view, offer 
segmentation, and coordinate customer data across channels primarily for the use 
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of marketing automation. They are akin to marketing automation platforms with 
greater reporting and intelligence capabilities, and a limited set of API connections. 

○ Application CDPs are distinct from Infrastructure CDPs focusing on more 
foundational customer data needs around connectivity, quality, and governance. 

● Traditional data pipeline strategies, while highly capable, aren’t a good fit in 
personalization (marketing) contexts due to: 

○ Idiosyncratic nature of customer data, especially cross platform identity. 
○ The need for interoperability to create true cross-channel personalization, which is 

highly bespoke and variable across platforms.   
○ CDPs are customer-centric data pipelines which resolve Identity, maintain 

customer profile state, translate identity semantics across platforms - unlike 
traditional event-based pipelines. 

● There are a variety of factors which determine whether teams should choose an 
Infrastructure or Application CDP. 

○ Infrastructure is largely chosen when cross-functional data needs are considered. 
○ Application CDPs are chosen when marketing teams need to augment their 

marketing automation capabilities. 
● The different acquisitions in the space, as of October 2020 prove that the different 

approaches to the CDP space may be perceived as valuable by different types of 
organizations. The most notable acquisitions are: 

○ ARM acquisition of TreasureData (August 2018) 
○ MasterCard acquisition of SessionM (October 2019) 
○ Acquia acquisition of AgilOne (December 2019) 
○ Twilio acquisition of Segment (October 2020) 

 
Please reach out with any questions or comments, we would love to hear from you. Visit our 
website (http://www.mParticle.com), via Twitter @mparticle, or email info@mparticle.com. 
 
TRUSTED BY THE WORLD’S BEST BRANDS. 
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